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“No thing under the sun is new”

2

history of image representation

2000BC, Egypt 

“fressco a secco”

1450AD, Italy
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1995AD, California (US)

computer animated 3D
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In the beginning everything was  2D …

VLSI

!!! Enter the 3D world !!!

Transistor IC

Same happened to ICs 
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Outline

1. 2D ASICs

2. CMOS scaling (and problems)

3. 3D integration

4. Applications and benefits

5. Conclusion
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• Layered structure, each layer is processed in sequential manner 
(meaning one after another) in a manufacturing line

• Substrate – support for mechanical handling of 
the IC (initial wafer thickness, can be thinned)

• Front End Of Line – FEOL
(so called because processed first in the line)
Active layer, contains transistors used to 
build gates, this is VERY thin 

• Back End Of Line (BEOL)
(processed last in the manufacturing line)
✦ Metal layers – conductors in a plane 

with possibly alternated preferred direction
✦ Via layers – connect different metal layers

ASIC structure
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ASIC manufacturing
• Variety of physical and chemical processes performed on a 

semiconductor substrate (e.g. silicon)

• Various processes (film deposition, patterning, semiconductor doping, ...)
‣ conductors – such as polysilicon, aluminum,

 and more recently copper

‣ insulators – various forms of silicon dioxide, 
silicon nitride, ... 

are used to create, connect and 
isolate transistors and their 
components

• Fundamental to all of these processes is lithography: formation of three-
dimensional relief images on the substrate for subsequent transfer of the 
pattern to the substrate on wafers

8
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• Projection lithography tools
‣ contact – simultaneous patterning of the 

complete wafer  
‣ scanning – scans throughout the mask
‣ step-and-repeat systems – expose a 

part (reticle), step out of the process

• Tools → resolution, i.e. the smallest printable feature is limited by:
‣ the smallest image that can be projected onto the wafer, 
‣ and the resolving capability of the photoresist to make use of that image

• Projected image resolution R is determined by:
‣ k1 – process related factor (increases by definition)
‣ the wavelength of the imaging light (λ) 
‣ and the numerical aperture (NA)

Printing system: resolution 
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Figure 1-5. Scanners and steppers use different techniques for exposing a large wafer with a small
image field.

 

Resolution, the smallest feature that can be printed with adequate control, has two basic limits: the
smallest image that can be projected onto the wafer, and the resolving capability of the photoresist to
make use of that image. From the projection imaging side, resolution is determined by the wavelength
of the imaging light (λ) and the numerical aperture (NA) of the projection lens according to the
Rayleigh criterion:

Lithography systems have progressed from blue wavelengths (436nm) to UV (365nm) to deep-UV
(248nm) to today’s mainstream high resolution wavelength of 193nm. In the meantime, projection tool
numerical apertures have risen from 0.16 for the first scanners to amazingly high 0.93 NA systems
today producing features well under 100nm in size.

Before the exposure of the photoresist with an image of the mask can begin, this image must be
aligned with the previously defined patterns on the wafer. This alignment, and the resulting overlay of
the two or more lithographic patterns, is critical since tighter overlay control means circuit features can
be packed closer together. Closer packing of devices through better alignment and overlay is nearly as
critical as smaller devices through higher resolution in the drive towards more functionality per chip.

Another important aspect of photoresist exposure is the standing wave effect. Monochromatic light,
when projected onto a wafer, strikes the photoresist surface over a range of angles, approximating
plane waves. This light travels down through the photoresist and, if the substrate is reflective, is
reflected back up through the resist. The incoming and reflected light interfere to form a standing
wave pattern of high and low light intensity at different depths in the photoresist. This pattern is
replicated in the photoresist, causing ridges in the sidewalls of the resist feature as seen in Figure 1-6.
As pattern dimensions become smaller, these ridges can significantly affect the quality of the feature.
The interference that causes standing waves also results in a phenomenon called swing curves, the
sinusoidal variation in linewidth with changing resist thickness. These detrimental effects are best
cured by coating the substrate with a thin absorbing layer called a bottom antireflective coating (BARC)
that can reduce the reflectivity seen by the photoresist to less than 1 percent.

 

R = k1
�

NA
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Lithography vs. Moore

• From: 

to increase the printing resolution:

‣decrease wavelength

‣increase NA

• Light sources: 
435→248→193 and 157nm (~2010), they are already huge !

• Plotted against Moore → there is a breakdown ...

• Wavelength reduction only is not enough to follow the scaling 
requirements !!!

• Supplementary tricks to print features smaller then “light”
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Fig. 2. Comparison of lithography wavelength trends with IC
feature size trend. Courtesy of Dr. S. Okazaki, Hitachi Ltd.

resist pattern is then used for subsequent process steps such
as etching or implantation doping. The optical projection
systems used today have very complex multielement lenses
that correct for virtually all of the common aberrations and
operate at the diffraction limit. The resolution of a lithog-
raphy system is usually expressed in terms of its wavelength
and numerical aperture (NA) as

Resolution
NA

(1)

where the constant is dependent on the process being used.
In IC manufacturing, typical values of range from 0.5 to
0.8, with a higher number reflecting a less stringent process.
The NA of optical lithography tools ranges from about 0.5 to
0.6 today. Thus, the typical rule of thumb is that the smallest
features that can be printed are about equal to the wave-
length of the light used. Historically, the improvements in
IC lithography resolution have been driven by decreases in
the printing wavelength, as shown in Fig. 2. The illumina-
tion sources were initially based on mercury arc lamps fil-
tered for different spectral lines. The figure shows the pro-
gression from G-line at 435 nm to I-line at 365 nm. This was
followed by a switch to excimer laser sources with KrF at 248
nm and, more recently, ArF at 193 nm. The most advanced
IC manufacturing currently uses KrF technology with intro-
duction of ArF tools beginning sometime in 2001. It can also
be seen from the figure that the progress in IC minimum fea-
ture size is on a much steeper slope than that of lithography
wavelength. Prior to the introduction of KrF lithography, the
minimum feature sizes printed in practice have been larger
than the wavelength with the crossover at the 250-nm gener-
ation and KrF. With the introduction of 180-nm technology
in 1999, the most advanced IC manufacturing was done with
feature sizes significantly below the wavelength (248 nm).
The ability to print features significantly less than the

wavelength of the exposure radiation can largely be at-
tributed to improvements in the imaging resist materials.
Modern resists exhibit very high imaging contrast and act
as a thresholding function on the aerial image produced by
the optical system. In other words, even though the light

Fig. 3. Example of using OPC serif features in contact hole
printing. (top) Square feature on the mask prints as a circle at the
wafer due to diffraction effects. (bottom) Serifs are added to make
the corners of the printed image more square.

intensity image has less than full modulation for the small
features, the combination of high-contrast imaging material
and good process (exposure dose) control can reliably
produce subwavelength features. In this way, the improve-
ments in imaging resists have lowered the value for . It is
interesting to note that while this is true for KrF lithography
at 248 nm, it is not yet true for ArF exposures at 193 nm.
That is, the resist materials are not yet developed to the point
of producing superior images even though the wavelength
is smaller. Currently, the best lithographic performance is
seen at 248 nm. This also implies that unless resist materials
for 193 nm or shorter wavelengths such as 157 nm (
excimer) can be developed to a performance point equal to
or better than that for 248-nm materials, continued feature
size shrinkage through wavelength reduction is not feasible.
Some compensation for the image degradation from

diffraction are possible by predistorting the mask features.
A simple example is a correction for corner rounding by
using serifs. The addition of subresolution features does
enhance the quality of the image on the wafer somewhat,
but requires the addition of these correction features on the
mask, increasing its complexity and cost. An example of
using serifs to improve the printing fidelity of contact hole
patterns is shown in Fig. 3. This approach is referred to as
optical proximity effect correction (OPC) [2].
Image size reduction is an important factor in lithography.

As stated above, the image of the mask is generally reduced
by a factor of four or five when it is printed on the wafer.
The main reason for this is due to the mask-making process.
Masks are patterned by a scanned electron or laser beam
primary pattern generator. The resolution and placement ac-
curacy of the pattern generator are the basis for that of the
optical printing system. Reduction imaging relaxes the re-
quirements on the pattern generators. Thus, the specifica-
tions for wafer lithography are generally four or five times
better than those of the pattern generators. In the regime
where feature sizes are printed that are less than the expo-
sure wavelength, the process is highly nonlinear. In terms of
the mask, this introduces a complication referred to as mask

HARRIOTT: LIMITS OF LITHOGRAPHY 367

R = k1
�

NA
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Practical considerations

• Photolithography needs high resolution, high sensitivity, precise 
alignment and low defect density

• Advanced ICs more than 30 patterning steps; each one must 
align with the previous one precisely to successfully transfer the 
pattern of the chip design → lengthy process

• Photolithography takes 40–50% of total wafer-processing time 

• In practice this can last from six to eight weeks! 
(from bare wafers to finished IC as of 2001)

• Solution: optimize & parallelize processing to increase the wafer 
throughput, but this increases the cost significantly !

‣ 100.000 wafers/moth facility → 10 billion US$ (2012)

11
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Scaling principals
• From node to node, the size of the minimum (linear) feature 

(dimension) is reduced by a constant factor λ → scaling
• Reduced feature size means smaller logic gate and better 

performance (smaller delay, lower power)
• Reduction of the feature size (λ) can be predicted, and time 

showed that it is constant (Moore’s law)
‣ λ = 0.7 
‣ Area goes down with factor 0.5 (0.7x0.7)
‣ All other performance parameters are f(λ)
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design point are listed in Table 1.

tech node # of cores frequency TDP die size average power density LLC per core
45nm 8 2.26GHz 130W 684mm2 0.19W/mm2 3MB

Table 1. Current-generation reference design point

Our scaling methodology projects the following from 45nm to 10nm technology nodes for this design point.

1. Power and power density. This includes active switching power (density) and leakage power (density)
of cores, cache power with focus on last-level cache, and power for on-chip network. We assume power
for other components such as clock spine and I/O to be relatively small, fixed percentage of total power
(approximately 10% each [19, 20]) and to scale in the same fashion as core power.

2. Area. This includes area projection for cores, last-level cache as well as hot spot size within a core. Total
estimated chip size includes the area for all the cores in the configuration and area for the last-level cache.
Another factor that can potentially affect the chip size is the difficulty for fabrication and packaging tech-
nologies of scaling down I/O and power-delivery bump (C4) sizes and their pitches. It is not clear whether
the need for sufficient C4 bumps will dictate the die area for future big chips. The advent of 3D integration
(especially stacking of memory) and on-chip voltage regulators could potentially reduce the number of I/O
and power/ground bumps. Qualitatively, the area constraint from C4 does not change the power scaling
trends. But in a C4-constrained scenario, surplus die area could be used to space out hot units, reducing
chip power density, which relaxes the constraint on hot spot temperature. We will leave a detailed study on
this issue as a future work.

3.1 Technology and frequency scaling

For technology scaling, we adopt two representative sets of scaling parameters that are publicly available.
One is from ITRS [21], with a feature size scaling factor of 0.7X, which leads to an area scaling factor of 0.5X.
Combined with this area scaling assumption, we assume that chip frequency as constant to match the trend
observed in the last couple of generations of high-end server processors from different vendors. Key scaling
parameters from one technology node to the next are listed in Table 2. As can be seen, the ITRS scaling has
almost perfect power and power density scaling (half power per generation and constant power density scaling),
representing an ideal scaling trend. The same scaling factors are assumed from each technology node to the next.

feature size area capacitance (C) frequency (f ) Vdd power (CV 2
ddf ) power density

0.7X 0.5X 0.616X 1.0X 0.925X 0.527X 1.054X

Table 2. Cross-generation scaling factors for our ITRS scaling model. Constant frequency is as-
sumed. Same set of factors used for every generation.

The other set of scaling parameters based on a recent industry projection from Intel [5] is closer to practical
high-end server chip trends for area and voltage scaling, as is verified by recent Intel processor die photos and
power and frequency specifications. We also observe qualitatively similar scaling trends in IBM CMOS tech-
nologies. Key scaling factors are listed in Table 3 for this Industry scaling model. Distinct scaling factors are
used for each generation in line with the published expectation. This includes a gradually diminishing frequency
increase (instead of no increase as with our ITRS model). Because of the more conservative area and voltage
scaling assumptions and higher frequency target assumptions for our Industry model versus our ITRS model,

3
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Good old days …  
• You make your design in technology node n
• Once you benchmark your design for this node you could of predict 

what would happen in the node n+1 
… and this was true for about 50 years !

• Key design parameters: area, power, performance etc. → from n to 
n+1 constant evolution

14
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If only the car industry did the same ...

15

Speed 180.000.000 km/h
Fuel 0,04 l/100km
Price 0,0003$
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Scaling values for current techs

• Area continues to scale as well as capacitance (same λ) 
• Frequency gains are lower
• Power supply voltage slows down
• Less power gains
• Increased power density (impact on cooling)

16

it would have a higher power and power density for same performance/area every generation. The geometric
means of power and power density scaling factors for our Industry model are 0.652X and 1.141X in contrast to
the 0.527X and 1.054X for our ITRS model.

tech node feature size area capacitance (C) freq (f ) Vdd power (CV 2
ddf ) power density

45-¿32nm 0.755X 0.57X 0.665X 1.10X 0.925X 0.626X 1.096X
32-¿22nm 0.755X 0.57X 0.665X 1.08X 0.95X 0.648X 1.135X
22-¿14nm 0.755X 0.57X 0.665X 1.05X 0.975X 0.664X 1.162X
14-¿10nm 0.755X 0.57X 0.665X 1.04X 0.985X 0.671X 1.175X

Table 3. Cross-generation scaling factors for our Industry scaling model, adapted from [5]

3.2 Cores

We assume a homogeneous design with identical cores for each generation. We also assume no change to
the core architecture for this work - our analysis will show the need for architecture changes based on the gap
between desired and estimated power, performance and area.
For the growth in number of cores across technology generations, we consider three cases: 1) double cores

every generation, i.e. 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 cores from 45nm to 10nm. 2) less aggressive core scaling, i.e. 8, 12, 16,
24, 32 cores from 45nm to 10nm. In the second case, as we try to make the number of cores an even number,
the scaling ratios between every two generations is 1.5X or 1.33X, with a geometric mean of 1.4. 3) For some
scenarios, it is possible to scale number of cores in between the first two cases, e.g., to meet a particular TDP,
a 2X scaling factor results in too high a power and a 1.4X factor leaves TDP under-utilized. We label the three
core scaling cases as 2X, 1.4X, 1.4+X, respectively.

3.3 Last-level cache scaling

We assume a SRAM-based LLC as is used by most processors vendors, with the exception of high-density
embedded DRAM in IBM processors [2]. SRAM cell area scaling is close to that of logic scaling. On the other
hand, its supply voltage scaling is usually much slower than that of logic circuits [22]. This is required for reliable
storage of bits in the presence of variations and cosmic radiation. In this work, we consider three LLC supply
voltage scaling options: 1) SV1: aggressive scaling similar to logic (0.925X each generation), and 2) SV2: a
slower more representative case, specifically, 0.95X, and 3) CV: constant SRAM supply voltage, pessimistic for
now, but likely the norm after a couple of more generations.

3.4 On-chip interconnect power scaling

A recent effort on power modeling for on-chip networks, ORION [23], shows that power per hop remains
relatively constant across technology generations. For a scalable network topology, the total on-chip network
power is proportional to the number of cores. We use the Intel 80-core processor [24] as the reference point for
per-core on-chip network power.

3.5 Leakage power scaling

In recent years, there have been significant efforts, e.g. multiple threshold voltages and body bias adjustment,
to keep leakage power from dominating active power. As a result, leakage power has managed to be confined
as a relatively constant portion of the total chip power. Constant leakage current per transistor width has been
projected by ITRS. Intel also projects 1X to 1.43X scaling factor for chip leakage [5] power density, giving a

4

Scaling is hitting the wall ! 
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Many reasons cause scaling wall
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In this talk we focus on:

• Interconnect related problems

- Delay

- Impact of long interconnects

- Interconnect power 

• Cost and manufacturing efficiency

• Lithography issues
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Interconnect delay – RC model

18

• Wire delay: function of the material 
properties and length

• Not much can be done on material 
properties to reduce the delay

• Wire length is the dominating factor! 
(true for power too) P&R can do 
something but not much

dw = rc
L2

2
Technology 
r – wire resistance / unit length
c – wire capacitance / unit length

L

• Solution: insert a repeater ! (as long as the 
introduced delay is low)

• You insert inverter delay but you reduce by 
2 the impact of the wire length

• For long wires you will insert as many as 
you need (can be a lot!, done 
automatically at P&R)

dw = dINV + 2⇥ rc
⇣L
2

⌘2

L/2 L/2
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Long wires delay

19
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Fig. 11. 2D wire RC model

Fig. 12. 3D wire RC model

F2B. In case of F2F, DCu−Cu is the delay due to the inter-die
Cu-Cu bonding.

Figure 11 shows the RC model of a 2D interconnection used
to derive DL0

and DL1
in Eqn. 1 and Eqn. 2. The total delay

in a wire of length L is calculated as shown in Eqn. 3.

DL =
L

l
· (Dl +Drep) (3)

where, DL is the total delay of a wire of length L, Dl is the
delay of wire of length l between two repeaters and Drep is
delay of the repeater. Dl is calculated in Eqn. 4.

Dl = Rout
Cw

2
+ (Rout +Rw)

(

Cw

2
+ Cin

)

(4)

where, Rout is the output resistance of a repeater and Rw is
the resistance of the wire of length l driven by this repeater.
Cw is the lumped capacitance of the wire and Cin is the input
capacitance of the next repeater.

Figure 12 shows the RC model of the 3D interconnection in
case of F2B, and the delay is calculated as shown in Eqn. 5.

D3dF2B
= RoC1 + (Ro +Rt)C2 + (Ro +Rt +Rw)C3

+(Ro +Rt +Rw +Ru)C4

(5)

where, D3dF2B
= DTSV +DRDL +Dµbump.

The delay of Cu-Cu pad (DCu−Cu) is calculated in a
manner similar to Dl, as shown in Eqn. 6

DCu−Cu = Rout
CCu

2
+ (Rout +RCu)

(

CCu

2
+ Cin

)

(6)

where, Rout is the output resistance of the driving gate.
RCu and CCu are the resistance and the lumped capacitance,
respectively of the Cu pads and Cin is the input capacitance
of the driven gate.

Energy Model: to be written how total interconnect energy
can be modeled based on application characteristics

Fig. 13. 9 core heterogeneous MPSoC used for experiments

Fig. 14. Wirelength distribution

VII. RESULTS AND EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental Setup

Figure 13 shows one of the design points, obtained using
the flow shown in Fig. 7, which we have used to carry out the
3D partitioning exploration and the interconnection analysis. It
consists of 9 cores with three different micro-architecture, as
indicated by the colors. Each core has 3 memory instances
(instruction memory, vector and scalar data memory). The
width of memory interface varies across the cores. We have
adjusted the total memory size per core such that the total area
of the datapath and the memories are similar.

The architecture is synthesized using commercial 28nm
technology for 3 different cases - (a) 2D, (b) 3D face-to-back,
and (c) 3D face-to-face. We are carrying out 2 layer memory-
on-logic 3D partitioning. This design results in about 5k inter-
layer interconnections. We have considered pitch dimensions
of 10 µm and 6 µm for µbump and TSV, respectively in case
of F2F. In case of F2B, we consider Cu-pad pitch of 5 µm.

B. Results

In our experiments, the datapath and the memory configu-
rations remain same across the 2D and 3D designs. Hence, we
will discuss here the impact of 3D partitioning on intercon-
nections only. In our future work, we will use this impact as a
feedback to optimize the datapath and memory configurations
of the 3D designs.

Wirelength Distribution: Figure 14 shows distribution of
different wirelengths obtained in the 3 designs. In case of 2D,
almost 95% of the wires are shorter than 100 µm. However,
the remaining 5% of the wires contribute to more than 80%
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Wirelength Distribution: Figure 14 shows distribution of
different wirelengths obtained in the 3 designs. In case of 2D,
almost 95% of the wires are shorter than 100 µm. However,
the remaining 5% of the wires contribute to more than 80%

• Unit delay: from repeater to repeater
• Two inverters connected with a wire of 

given length
• Repeated segment delay model, as on 

the previous slide
• Total delay the sum of all delay segments
• Will depend on the connected gate 

properties Rout and Cin

Typically every 100nm… 
this means a lot of repeaters !!!
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Repeater insertion: consequences 
• Extra area (read cost)
• More power
• But also (and even worse) :
‣ Many via cuts from upper 

metal layers down to substrate 
‣ Use of many routing resources, scarce for advanced 

technologies → increased routing congestion
• To avoid congestion further area increase (& cost)

20

T1Bulk

Active
M1

M2
Via12

Mtop

How many repeaters will be inserted is design/target perf. 
dependent, and is directly linked to wirelength distribution
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Wirelength distribution of a CPU
Lot’s of wires are long … 

21

14/2/2004 9

Interconnect Length Distribution

Source: Shekhar Y. Borkar, CRL - Intel
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Wirelength and BEOL 
Local vs. global wires: significant number of global wires

22
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Solving wire delay: there is a tech limit!

After 180nm (1999) inversion of tendency: 
interconnect delay dominates gate delay 

Globally, delay is increasing !
23

1 INTRODUCTION
Implementing nanometer-scale ICs begins and ends with wires. Wires are so dominant that little is known about a
design’s performance or manufacturability without them. In fact, nanometer design strategies that are not clearly
focused on rapid wire creation, optimization, and analysis are destined to fail.

This paper describes the requirements for an effective, reliable IC implementation platform for the 90 nm process
node and beyond. It begins with a description of the central role wires play in nanometer design and why
traditional linear design flows are insufficient. It then describes a new continuous convergence methodology, 
which has proven highly valuable at 0.13 micron and will be absolutely necessary at 90 nm. 

Next, the paper describes the key implementation, analysis, and database technologies needed to enable this
methodology. Implementing nanometer designs requires nanometer routers that optimize wire creation for both
performance and manufacturability. Verifying nanometer designs requires nanometer analysis tools that accurately
model physical effects as they would occur in the target silicon. Efficiently representing these designs — most of
which will be large digital designs with critical analog circuitry — requires unified nanometer databases with massive
capacity and efficient extensibility.

Wires must be the centerpiece of any nanometer methodology. Without such a methodology, design teams will not
be able to create massively complex nanometer ICs in a timeframe of relevance.

2 WIRING DOMINATES NANOMETER DESIGN
In nanometer design, wiring delay accounts for the vast majority of overall delay. It is well known that delay has
been shifting from gates to wires for quite some time. As shown in Figure 1, wiring delay exceeds gate delay at 
0.18 micron and below in aluminum processes, and at 0.13 micron and below in copper. By 90 nm, wiring delay will
account for some 75% of the overall delay. As a result, design teams need to shift their focus from logic
optimization to wire optimization.

Figure 1: Wire and gate delay in Al and Cu

2.1 THE CHANGING NATURE OF DELAY

In addition to dominating overall delay, nanometer design exacerbates physical effects that introduce substantial
delay — notably signal integrity (SI) and IR (voltage) drop. These effects can be considerable even at 0.18 micron. By
0.13 micron, “sign-off” timing analysis tools miss numerous SI- and IR drop-based degradations that are comparable
in magnitude to the nominal timing and much more difficult to predict. Yet, many design teams continue to use
delay calculations based on over-simplified models (e.g., lumped capacitance) down to 0.13 micron. Doing so results
in both reduced performance — due to high margins — and excessive, time-consuming design iterations. At 90 nm,
timing analysis that does not include SI and IR drop effects is essentially meaningless. 

2.1.1 Cross coupling

Delay is a function of wire loading and wire drive. At 0.25 micron and above, the primary wire capacitance is due 
to coupling to electrical ground and is largely proportionate to wire length; doubling the wire length doubles the
capacitance. Steiner, or global, routing estimates predict the wire length based on placement. 
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14/2/2004 12

Total Dynamic Power Breakdown
Global clock included

Interconnect
51%

Gate
34%

Diffusion
15%

Interconnect power is important !
Typical CPU

• Interconnect consumes 50% of total 
dynamic power of the IC

• This power dissipation is due to

‣ parasitic capacitance of wires 

‣ and repeaters (they can not be gated)!

• 90% of power consumed by 10% of nets

• Clock power: 40% of interconnect power 

• Interconnect design is NOT power-aware 
(at this level it is difficult to do anything)

24
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Interconnect power
(Interconnect only)
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• Wafers are cylindrical, and IC’s rectangular

• There is an area loss that is function of the 
wafer & die size :

‣ 1st term – wafer/single die area

‣ 2nd term – area loss of rectangular die
that do not entirely fit the wafer

• Smaller dies mean less edge effect and 
hence lower per die cost

Manufacturing issues & cost

25

determine the cost of an individual chip. The cost of processing a wafer does
not vary much with the number of die, so the smaller the die, the lesser
the cost per chip. The total number of die per wafer are estimated as:6

The first term just divides the area of the wafer by the area of a single
die. The second term approximates the loss of rectangular die that do
not entirely fit on the edge of the round wafer. The 2003 International
Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) suggests a target die
size of 140 mm2 for a mainstream microprocessor and 310 mm2 for a
server product. On 200-mm wafers, the equation above predicts the
mainstream die would give 186 die per wafer whereas the server die size
would allow for only 76 die per wafer. The 310-mm2 die on 200-mm
wafer is shown in Fig. 3-7.

Die per wafer
(wafer diameter/2)

die area
= −π 2 ππ ×

×
wafer diameter

die area2

Design Planning 87
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Figure 3-7 310-mm2 die on 200-mm wafer.

6Hennessy et al., Computer Architecture, 19.
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Yield
• Density of defects and complexity of the manufacturing process 

determine the die yield – the percentage of functional dies 
• Assuming defects are uniformly distributed across the wafer, the die 

yield is estimated as:

where 𝛼  is a measure of the complexity of the fabrication process 
(for modern CMOS processes is 𝛼 = 4)

• Wafer yield = percentage of successfully processed wafers 
(often close to 100 percent, but after certain time, see next slide)

• Yield = function of the frequency of defects and the size of the die
• In 2001: defects per area >0.4 and <0.8 defects/cm2 (more 

processing steps lead to a higher value)

26

Unfortunately not all the die produced will function properly. In fact,
although it is something each factory strives for, in the long run 100 percent
yield will not give the highest profits. Reducing the on-die dimensions
allows more die per wafer and higher frequencies that can be sold at
higher prices. As a result, the best profits are achieved when the process
is always pushed to the point where at least some of the die fail. The
density of defects and complexity of the manufacturing process deter-
mine the die yield, the percentage of functional die. Assuming defects
are uniformly distributed across the wafer, the die yield is estimated as

The wafer yield is the percentage of successfully processed wafers.
Inevitably the process flow fails altogether on some wafers preventing
any of the die from functioning, but wafer yields are often close to 100
percent. On good wafers the failure rate becomes a function of the fre-
quency of defects and the size of the die. In 2001, typical values for
defects per area were between 0.4 and 0.8 defects per square centimeter.7

The value a is a measure of the complexity of the fabrication process with
more processing steps leading to a higher value. A reasonable estimate
for modern CMOS processes is a = 4.8 Assuming this value for a and
a 200-mm wafer, the calculation of the relative die cost for different
defect densities and die sizes.

Figure 3-8 shows how at very low defect densities, it is possible to pro-
duce very large die with only a linear increase in cost, but these die
quickly become extremely costly if defect densities are not well controlled.
At 0.5 defects per square centimeter and a = 4, the target mainstream
die size gives a yield of 50 percent while the server die yields only
25 percent.

Die are tested while still on the wafer to help identify failures as early
as possible. Only the die that pass this sort of test will be packaged. The
assembly of die into package and the materials of the package itself add
significantly to the cost of the product. Assembly and package costs
can be modeled as some base cost plus some incremental cost added per
package pin.

Package cost = base package cost + cost per pin × number of pins

The base package cost is determined primarily by the maximum power
density the package can dissipate. Low cost plastic packages might have

Die yield wafer yield
defects per area di= × + ×

1
ee area 

α

α⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

−

88 Chapter Three

7Ibid.
8Ibid.
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Yield as function of time
• Ramp-up shape

• In the beginning the yield is low, the process is fine-tuned so that 
very quickly reaches the nominal value of almost 100% (typically 
95%)

• But this is function of technology! 

• As we move towards more and 
more aggressive nodes actual 
yield curves don’t reach the 
expected yield and in more time

• This is related to cost …
→ economics is the worst CMOS
enemy 
(even bigger then physics)

27
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Test & packaging
• Dies are tested before wafer slicing 
• Only good dies will be packaged, because packaging adds extra and 

non-negligible cost 
• Die assembly and package cost: base cost plus cost depending on 

the number of pins (~1000k pins would be typical high pin count)
- Base cost – depends on thermal : few dollars +
- Per pin cost – typically = 0.5 cents/pin
‣ But limit the total power to less than 3 W

• High-cost, high-performance packages might allow power densities 
up to 100 W/cm2, but have base costs of $10 to $20 plus 1 to 2 cents 
per pin ! 

• Since for high performance processors power density is 
increasing, packaging could represent significant part of the 
total cost

28
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Lithography issues
• Lithography scaling is the key enabler of the Moore’s Law
‣ resolution, tech
‣ critical dimension (smallest feature R) control, tech
‣ overlay accuracy, tech
‣ throughput, $$$

• We have solutions for high-resolution printing methods that 
can go well beyond 30nm, but the ultimate limit to lithography 
scaling will be set by: 
‣ critical dimension control requirements &
‣ economics rather than purely resolution performance

• Scaling will stop not because we can’t do it, 
but because we will not be able to afford it !

29
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Planar CMOS is hitting the wall
• Lithography: advanced nodes are becoming more and 

more tricky, causing yield decrease → increased cost

• Scaling: doesn’t work that good; from node to node 
gains are less (frequency doesn’t scale up) 

• Power density: is constantly increasing, leading to 
longer design times (cost) and expensive cooling 
solutions

• Interconnect wall: we compute fast, but “communicate” 
slow, critical paths are worse

• Cost: all the above contribute to exponential cost rise 
from node to node

30
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Outline

1. 2D ASICs

2. CMOS scaling (and problems)

3. 3D integration

4. Applications and benefits

5. Conclusion

31
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Two approaches (not mutually exclusive) 
Microscopic scale

Multi-gate transistors (fin-FETs)

10

Ch. LALLEMENT 9 décembre, 2009
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 Meilleur contrôle du canal ;
 Meilleur pente sous le seuil ;
 Réduction des effets canaux courts ;
 Fabrication compatible ;

 Moins de possibilité de court-circuiter grille-source/drain) ;

 Pas de problème de désalignement des grilles ;

 Plus facile à fabriquer.

Ch. LALLEMENT 9 décembre, 2009
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NA=1018cm-3

Solutions :
• Dopage du canal très faible ;
• Coins arrondis ;

Intel (2011): 1/2 power dissipation gain 
with ~35% more speed
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System-in-Package (SiP),
Multi-Chip Modules (MCM)

→ multiple ICs implemented as one 
package horizontally or vertically

Macroscopic scale
Multi-die integration in one package

Monolithic integration

Stacked FEOLs
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Vertical 3D integration

• CMOS is planar technology 
(planar sounds like 2D) 

• In 2D 3rd dimension is used for Metal 
layers and Vias only, not for active 
devices

• How to exploit the 3rd dimension?

33

Substrate (bulk silicon)
Active Layer

Substrate (bulk silicon)
Active Layer

Substrate (bulk silicon)
Active Layer

• 3 Dimensional Integrated Circuit 
(3D-IC): two or more layers of active 
electronic components integrated into a 
single circuit (package)

• Many ways on how to do 3D integration: 
different 3D structures allow die-to-die 
connection
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1. Wire bonding

172 TSV-Based 3D Integration

the vertical connection density and image fill factor of the 3D chip. Similar 3D chips 
have been made using bump bonding techniques, but the density is limited by the size 
of the bond pads which are a function of the chip–wafer alignment budget and the 
bond pad size. Note that any of the preceding approaches to 3D construction can 
be embedded into a multichip module to further increase the packing density of the 

Fig. 2.4 A 3D package by ChipPac consists of four chips that are stacked and bonded. The chips 
are electrically connected to each other and to the chip carrier by wire bonds

Fig. 2.5 Irvine Sensor’s Neo-StackTM technology accommodates a variety of different sized chips 
that are stacked and edge connected to make a module of 4–50 layers that is less than 13 mm thick 

34

• Peripheral routing

• Huge pitch

• Limited N° of connexions with 
bad performance

• THIS IS NOT VIABLE !  
(although one of the iPhones 
used this ...)
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2. Through Silicon Vias (TSV)

Substrate (bulk silicon)
Active layer (FEOL) 

Classic via TSV

35

• TSV = connection(s) from the 
front (active layer) to the 
back-side of the die 

• Direct die-to-die routing 

• Small pitch (<10µm)

➡ Huge number

➡ Fast connexions  

Viable technology !!!
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TSV processing: via first

36

1. TSV Manufacturing

Deep silicon 
etching

Via oxide
deposition

Cu seed
deposition

Cu 
Plating

Chemical 
Mechanical 
Polishing

2. Wafer Thinning and Bonding 

carrier 
wafer 

carrier 
wafer 

carrier 
wafer 

carrier 
wafer 

bottom 
wafer 

carrier 
wafer 

Temporary 
carrier 

bonding

Back side 
thinning 

Exposed
Cu nails

Permanent
bonding

Temporary 
carrier 

de-bonding
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3. Micro (µ) bumps

37

• Processed on the top of the front 
side (top of the BEOL)

• Pitch ~ 30µm (aggressive 10µm)
(high pitch but low cost)

• VIABLE TOO !!! 

• Direct die-to-die routing 

• Small pitch (<10µm)

➡ Huge number

➡ Fast connexions  

Viable technology !!!
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4. ReDistribution Layer — RDL

TSVs and µbumps do not have necessarily to  be 
aligned → more freedom for the placement & route 

of the TSVs on the top die.
38

RDL

Metal layer on the backside of the existing die,
can be used route TSVs and µbumps
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5. CuCu bonding 1/2

• No TSV & regular FEOL

• Contact pads below 1x1µm2

• Full or limited back-end 
interconnect stack, depending on 
application

39

BEOL 
FEOL 
Si 

Cu/dielectric damascene 
Small  
Cu pads  

BEOL 
FEOL 
TSV 

Bigger  
Cu pads 

Si 

• Via-middle TSV (after FEOL)

• Contact pads below 4x4µm2

• Full or limited back-end 
interconnect stack, depending on 
application
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5. CuCu bonding 2/2

40

Common Back-end 

thinning 

TSV exposure and backside 
passivation + CMP 

W2W bonding:  
BEOL-to-BEOL interconnect 
 

Aligned and  
bonded Cu  
pads (eg. 5µm pitch) 

N+1 — Advanced process  
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Flavors of 3D Integration                1/3
a) Face-to-Face (F2F)

41

• Based on ubumps or CuPads

• Still need TSVs for the IOs, but 
typically the number of IOs is not 
that high (few hundreds to 
thousand)

• For small 3D structure pitch, 
allows integration of many die-to-
die connections
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Flavors of 3D Integration                2/3
b) Face-to-Back (F2B) no RDL

42

• ubumps and TSV need to be aligned

• Appears like a constraint for physical 
design 

• Arbitrary number of dies (DRAMs 8 or 
more)

b’) F2B with RDL
• ubumps/TSVs do not need to be 

aligned
• Adds extra cost for RDL processing
• RDLs can not be that long (no active 

area for repeaters)
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Flavors of 3D Integration                3/3
c) Silicon Interposer

Only bulk silicon with BEOL: 

→ No active devices; semi-active interposers are in vogue

→ Basically a reticle size limited routing resource
→ Looks like PCB, but at much smaller scale

CI1 CI2

43
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What to do with 3D?
• Inter die connection density increases !!!
• Allow functional block with high IO count (number of pins) to be 

moved in another die 
• Blocks can be either from the existing design or from the outside 

of the package (PCB) → Example off-chip DRAM 

44

Circuit 1 Circuit 2Circuit imprimé

Logic DRAM
DDR2,3,4,5

PCB
PCB wires

huge capacitive load to 
logic circuitry → big 
drivers that are
area and power hungry!
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Example 
• If IO is that cheap, why do not 

increase the datapath width?
• Until today the pin cost is main 

blocker for this approach
• With 3D integration, this is not true 

any more
• Birth of new possibilities
→ Wide IO DRAMs 
instead of 64 
→ 1200 bit wide data bus !!!!!

45

SAMSUNG 
WideIODRAM

Less load capacitance mean smaller drivers, less area, power 
so better access to DRAM (that is the bottleneck from the system 
perspective anyhow)
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Wide IO DRAM power savings
The N° of TSVs does not influence the cost of manufacturing; 
impact is on area overhead, but @5μm diam. and 10μm pitch this 
is not an issue any more; huge impact on design: 

46

Increasing the data 
path width: 
16x < F 
= BW
23x < P

K. Kumagai, C. Yang, et al., “System-in-Silicon Architecture and its Application 
to H.264/AVC Motion Estimation for 1080HDTV”, ISSCC 2006.
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3D integration: advantages
• More functionality – Increased density for the same footprint 

and a little bit bigger volume (important for mobile)
• Smaller delays – Closer, tightly coupled blocks, shorter wires
• Lower power – Shorter wires, mean less interconnect power, 

but also less repeater insertion (area savings too)
• Heterogeneous integration – combine circuits manufactured 

in different technologies: memory-on-logic, logic-on-logic, 
devices that don’t scale with those that can scale etc.

• Higher bandwidth – Huge inter-die interconnect density → 
thousands, rather then dozens, of die-to-die connections

• New product opportunities – design of new systems (e.g 
WideIO DRAM) 

• Lower cost – Smaller dies allow better yield and wafer usage
47
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3D is real...

48

In research and in practice
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… but is not mainstream tech yet !

49

Manufacturing, Test & Yield

Standardization, supply chain

Power density, peak temp.

Design flow
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Outline

1. 2D ASICs

2. CMOS scaling (and problems)

3. 3D integration

4. Applications and benefits

5. Conclusion

50
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Design flow for 3D
Design Planning
‣ Perform design exploration early in the flow
‣ Based on Atrenta’s SpyGlass Physical3D®

‣ Fast, enables many iterations
Compact models
‣ Check for other design properties

๏ thermo-mechanical, delay, cost, ...
‣ Fast & accurate since validated using silicon

Design for test
‣ Automated addition of DfT structures 

Design implementation
‣ Generate the actual GDSII 
‣ Minimize the number of iterations in the bottom 

parts of the flow
‣ Any industry standard back-end flow

51

Design 
Planning

Design 
Specification

Design 
Implementation

Design 
for Test

RTL,
sdc, def

RTL,
sdc, def

RTL,
sdc, def

Compact 
Modeling
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Design planning: our 3D flow
• Inputs
‣ Incomplete design specification support 

(RTL + BlackBox)
‣ Industry std. constraints (.sdc)
‣ Fully technology aware flow (.lib/.lef)

• Fast synthesis and physical clustering
• Flexible 3D configuration (.XML)
• Automated 3D gate-level netlist partitioning
• Automatic inter-die net extraction
• Support for TSV/µbump clustering, P&R, 

technology features exploration
• Std cell placement & front/RDL routing
• Links to Thermo-Mechanical/Delay/Cost 

Compact Models
52

Design Planning

1. RTL Synthesis

3. Partitioning
CuCu/TSV/µbump clustering 

4. 2.5/3D Floorplanning

5. StdCell Place&Route

Connectivity, area, timing, 
congestion, power etc. 

Design

RTL BB SDC

2. Clustering

2D/3D
tech 

.LIB/.LEF

Stack 
config.
XML

Compact Models
Thermo/Mechanical

Delay
Cost
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Mobile MPSoC architecture
• MPSoC with 9 cores, bus interconnect
• 3 different architectures for cores
• Small cores (~.16mm2/core in 28nm)
• L1/L2: 3 memory instances per core 

(total 64kB/core) ≈ size of core 
• Different memory interface sizes: 

641 and 449 pins
• 2D and 3D implementations 

(memory-on-logic)
‣ Equal partitions (W2W)
‣ ~5k 3D wires (signal wires only)

• 3D flavors 
‣ 3D Face-to-Back (3D F2F) 
‣ 3D Face-to-Face (3D F2B)

53

400um

1200um
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3D F2B: 6/10µm TSV/µbump pitch

54

Bottom die Front die
TSV clusters µbumps clusters
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3D F2F: 1µm Cu-Pad pitch

55
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Design characterization

• 2D vs. 3D total wirelength distribution analysis 
(total and critical path length analysis)

‣ Impact on BEOL congestion and cost (Nº of metal layers)

• Critical path delay (due to wires)

‣ Impact on performance

• Area savings

‣ Impact on cost

• Block-to-block interconnect power 

‣ Cost, cooling and autonomy

56
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Wirelength distribution 2D

57
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Wirelength distribution 2D + 3D 
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3D → wirelength distribution shift:
0.5% of wires account for 
50% of total wirelength
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Total and critical path wirelength
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3D F2B : ~ 4X less 
(RDL=20%)

3D F2F: 
~ 5X shorter

3D vs. 2D: 
2X less total WL
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Area savings

60

Area [%] 2D 3D
F2B

3D
F2@5um

3D
F2@1um

Total std. cell area1 100 100 100 100

Signal TSVs (~5k 
wires)

ø3µm   2

ø5µm   3
–

4.2
10.0

– –

IO TSVs (ø10um) – – 14 14

Repeater area5 8.7 2.5 2.4 2.2

Total overhead 8.7 6.7 3.4 3.2

1 before timing optimization (post logic synthesis & optimization)
2 very aggressive, needed to compensate repeater insertion
3 more realistic TSV size
4 assuming 120 IOs, and C4 bumps to connect 2D, F2B to package
5 assuming identical repeaters

For realistic TSV 
sizes, no area gain 
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Critical path delay
• 2D: 8900um wire

• F2B: 
‣ 1500um Bottom die
‣ 400um RDL
‣ 400um Top die

→ 70% reduction vs. 2D

• F2F:
‣ 1500um Bottom die
‣ 400um Top die

→ No significant gain compared 
to F2B
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RC parameters
R [mOhm] C [fF]

1TSV 5X50um 22 55
1ubump 25um 50 16

1RDL[/um] 4 0.4

2Cu Pad 100 3
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Interconnect power

• 3D-F2B vs. 2D: 
30% less total interconnect 
power compared 
(43% less net wire power)

• F2B: 40% of the total 
power in 3D nets 
(triplet TSV+RDL+ubump)

• 3D-F2F vs. 2D: 55% less 
interconnect power 
(net wire power gain similar 
to F2B, but less for 3D nets
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Outline

1. 2D ASICs

2. CMOS scaling (and problems)

3. 3D integration

4. Applications and benefits

5. Conclusion
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Technology aspects

• 2D integration is becoming more and more complex 
because lithography process is reaching the limit

‣ Technology is becoming more and more costly, with less 
and less gains

• Despite, pure CMOS scaling is still on the agenda and it 
will be there for the next couple of years

• Alternative technologies are required and 3D integration 
looks like a very attractive option

• Most likely the 3D will enable heterogeneous integration 

• But still some things that need to be solved 
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Practical (design) gains
• Even for small designs (less demanding in global interconnect), 

repeater insertion uses area, resulting in increased die cost 
and higher power dissipation

• 3D F2B and F2F improve wirelength distribution: reduced total 
wirelength and critical path (less BEOL cost and stress)

• For fine grain partitioning and small dies, F2B needs 
aggressive TSV diameter (pitch) to enable area gains (due to 
lesser repeater insertion)

• Both F2B and F2F provide better performance compared to 2D 
due to shorter wires; however power wise F2F outperforms F2B 

• For considered die size & inter-die nets count, there is no 
significant gain in reducing the Cu pad pitch
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